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ABSTRACT

Upstream damming has profoundly impacted downstream channel morphology by altering inflowing water and sediment conditions, which can mostly be ascribed to variations in the flow hydrograph and sediment supply regime. In this paper, channel erosion and deposition during different flow-sediment processes are quantified using a 2D hydro-morphodynamic model. Our results revealed that the net erosion mainly occurred during the flood season when the flow discharges were above 15,000 m³/s. Together, larger peak discharges and less sediment supply could produce greater net erosion. Flow hydrograph variations could alter the inundation extent, thus creating a more widespread redistribution of channel deposition and erosion and possibly causing a shift in the active channel adjustment area, where more channel scouring and siltation occurred. The channel adjustments caused by the sediment supply regime variations underwent a gradual downward propagation process, and most of the riverbed thalweg profile variations could first be observed at a very short distance from the studied reach entrance. A larger cross-sectional area and channel depth as well as a lower width-depth ratio could result from larger floods and less incoming upstream sediment load. We found that a comprehensive flow-sediment combination coefficient \( (1/M) \sum_{i=1}^{N} (Q^{m}) / (S) / 10^{4m} \) with a value of \( m \) ranging from 2 to 4 most appropriately reflected the post-dam flow-sediment imbalance regime at the studied reach, which implied the leading role of flow hydrograph variations in shaping channel morphology. In summary, the combined results presented herein for the Shashi Reach of the Yangtze River can provide a better understanding of the downstream morphological impacts of different flow-sediment processes caused by dam operation.
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INTRODUCTION

The morphology of rivers is often the product of natural influences in combination with the effects of artificial projects (Biedenharn et al. 2000). In addition to natural events (Radoane et al. 2013; Scorpio & Rosskopf 2016), human activities, such as gravel mining (Segura-Beltrán & Sanchis-Ibor 2013; David et al. 2016; Yuill et al. 2016), embankments, and hydropower schemes (Scorpio & Rosskopf 2016), can also heavily disrupt the normal patterns of flow and sediment transfer and even compromise the morphological and ecological functionality (Surian & Rinaldi 2003). Among these human activities, upstream damming is usually regarded as having the greatest anthropogenic impact (Tukur & Mubi 2002; Zahar et al. 2008; Pal 2016) and significantly changes the flow and sediment regime, thus altering the geomorphic processes and resulting in dramatic downstream channel adjustments (Xu 1996; Shields Jr.

As the largest dam in the world, the Three Gorges Dam (TGD) intercepts large amounts of sediment and modifies the seasonal distribution of flows (Chen et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2016), resulting in complex hydraulic and morphological responses downstream that have been elucidated from various perspectives. For example, Xu & Milliman (2009) examined the downstream sediment data from the TGD and indicated that the majority of sediment was trapped in the reservoir primarily during high-discharge months, which caused a decline in the rating curve and downstream channel degradation. Using in situ measurements and hydrological simulations, Wang et al. (2013) revealed an altered level regime in the middle and lower reaches of the Yangtze River as a combined result of flow regulation and sediment load reduction. Xia et al. (2016) calculated reach-scale bank-full channel dimensions based on an improved reach-averaged method and developed empirical relationships between the channel dimensions and corresponding incoming flow and sediment conditions. Notably, despite a variety of disturbances in the original equilibrium states of the fluvial system induced by the TGD, the altered flow and sediment fluxes are usually regarded as the two principle controlling factors that determine downstream channel morphological adjustments. The former is usually controlled by the natural runoff process and regulation strategy, while the latter is controlled by both the flow hydrograph and upstream sediment supply regime. Considering that the reduced flow discharge due to dam operation generally transfers less sediment and the cascade reservoirs at the upper Yangtze River will entrap more sediment, the sediment supplied to the downstream reach by the same flow discharge will be even less (Yang et al. 2014; Li et al. 2018a, 2018b).

The response of channel morphology to varying flow-sediment processes has attracted extensive attention and been investigated abundantly. Many studies have focused on the morphological significance of a single flow class, and due to the greater geomorphic impacts on channel reforming processes, the concepts of effective, bankfull, and channel-forming discharge have been widely used in the geomorphological impact analyses of floods (Lenzi et al. 2006; Surian et al. 2009; Ma et al. 2010; Shibata & Ito 2014). Other studies have attached great importance to the morphodynamic processes that occur during flashy floods or extreme floods (Guan et al. 2016; Rickenmann et al. 2016), and these studies have revealed the discrepancies between flow pulses and flood pulses (Bertoldi et al. 2010; Welber et al. 2012; Wyżga et al. 2016). In the abovementioned studies, a particular focus has been placed on the morphological significance of larger floods, and they suggested that the absence of less frequent floods may result in the narrowing of channels (Andrews 1986; Legleiter 2014), a reduction in the flooding extent (Graf 2006; Heitmuller 2014), and a decrease in the spatial scale on which morphological processes occur (Bertoldi et al. 2010). Although the morphological impacts of peak discharge reduction have been addressed repeatedly, the impacts of variations in upstream sediment load caused by different supply regimes have seldom been discussed and the channel morphological adjustments during different flow-sediment processes have mostly been investigated by field-observed data analyses, with few studies performing detailed comparisons via numerical simulations.

The ‘real’ post-dam fluvial process is collectively determined by both the regulated flow regimes and the gradually decreasing sediment supply. Previous studies have identified channel narrowing and deepening as well as an adjustment area transfer in reaches downstream of the dam (Graf 2006; Surian et al. 2009). However, these changes were frequently discussed as the final results of altered flow-sediment processes (Legleiter 2014; Scorpio & Rosskopf 2016; Smith et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2017), and few changes were specifically related to the flow hydrograph or sediment supply variations, thus increasing the difficulty of discerning the roles of flow and sediment variations in affecting downstream river morphology. Hence, a special emphasis should be placed on the important discrepancies between these two factors, and a dam’s downstream impacts should be investigated based on morphological adjustment sensitivities to different flow-sediment processes.

Therefore, the main objective of this work is to investigate the effect of different flow-sediment processes on the channel morphological adjustments downstream of the TGD using a 2D morphodynamic model. The research questions posed in this paper are as follows:

(1) How is the channel morphology of the studied reach changed during a post-dam hydrological year?
(2) How is the channel morphology changed during different flow-sediment processes?
(3) What influences do different flow hydrographs and sediment supply regimes have on the channel morphology?

STUDY AREA

The Yangtze River has a basin area of 1,800 thousand km² and a total length of 6,397 km, and it is usually divided into the upper, middle, and lower reaches according to different regional environments and hydrological conditions (Figure 1(a)). In the outlet of the upper Yangtze River lies the TGD, which is the largest hydroelectric power plant in the world and the most important water control project on the Yangtze River. About 102 km downstream of the TGD, the segment between Zhicheng and Chenglingji is known as the Jingjiang Reach, which can be further divided into the Upper Jingjiang Reach (UJR) and Lower Jingjiang Reach (LJR) (Xia et al. 2016) (Figure 1(b)).

The Shashi Reach is located in the middle Yangtze River at approximately 194 km from the TGD, and it stretches approximately 74 km from Yangjianao to Yangchangzhen with an average channel width of 1,300–1,500 m. The whole Shashi Reach consists of four low-sinuosity bends, and each bend has a midchannel bar (Figure 1(c)). After completion of the TGD, the downstream channel evolution demonstrated evident temporal–spatial variations as a result of different inflow conditions and channel boundaries. As the first sandy-bed reach downstream, the Shashi Reach has a finer bed composition and thus undergoes more drastic morphological adjustments than the upstream sandy-gravel reaches. The channel evolution at the Shashi Reach is less affected by sediment supplementation than the reaches further downstream and has high susceptibility and dependence on upstream flow and sediment variations.

DATA COLLECTION AND METHODS

The flow and sediment conditions of the Shashi Reach were determined at the Shashi gauging station, which is situated approximately 208 km downstream of the TGD (Figure 1(c)). The related hydrological data covering the daily mean discharge and suspended sediment concentration at the Shashi station since 1992 and topographic maps with a scale of 1:10,000 measured in 2014.02 and 2014.12 at the Shashi Reach were collected from the Changjiang Water Resources Commission (CWRC, http://www.cjh.com) to investigate the flow-sediment regime alterations after dam construction and channel adjustments during a post-dam hydrological process. All the original data mentioned above underwent rigorous verification and uncertainty analyses following government protocols (Dai & Liu 2013) and were ensured reliable by the quality control imposed by the surveying agencies.
In the present work, we adopted a 2D hydro-morphodynamic model (details of model building and validation are included in the Supplementary Material, available with the online version of this paper) to investigate the responses of channel morphology to post-dam flow-sediment variations based on the ‘real’ hydrological process over 1 year. Because of the high peak discharge and representative flow regulation strategy, a hydrological process that occurred in 2014 at the Shashi Reach is used as the study case, which included the 2014 daily average discharge and sediment transport rate series observed at the Shashi station as the inputs for model validation and benchmark scenario. Then, we adopted a ‘reconstruction’ method to obtain another flow hydrograph that can reflect the natural flow regimes at the Shashi Reach and the impact of TGD flow regulation on the flow’s seasonal distribution. This method is briefly explained as follows: assuming that the variation in the mainstream discharge of the Yangtze River caused by flow diversion and river confluence between the TGD and Shashi station can be viewed as invariant before and after dam construction, the preregulation (namely unregulated) flow discharge arriving at the Shashi Reach can be calculated simply as follows:

$$Q_{post} = Q_{pre} + Q_{in} - Q_{out} \quad (1)$$

where $Q_{pre}$ and $Q_{post}$ refer to the preregulation and post-regulation incoming flow discharge of the Shashi Reach, respectively, and $Q_{in}$ and $Q_{out}$ are the inflow and outflow discharges of the TGD, respectively. The daily average discharge data mentioned above can be downloaded from the official site of the China Yangtze Three Gorges Project Development Corp (CTGC, http://www.ctg.com.cn). Using this ‘reconstruction’ method, the preregulation flow hydrograph can be obtained (Figure 2). The preregulation flow discharges were notably reduced during the flood season (typically from May to October at the Jingjiang Reach (Xia et al. 2014)) and slightly augmented during the dry season, whereas the total water volume remained the same. To create flow hydrographs with similar temporal distribution characteristics but different peak discharges, the Gaussian function is applied to fit the field data and can be expressed as follows:

$$f(x) = y_0 + A/w\pi^{1/2} \times \exp\{-2(x - x_c)^2/w^2\} \quad (2)$$

where $y_0$, $x_c$, and $A$ refer to the offset, centroid position, and covering area, respectively; and $w$ is the width of the curve at the height of $(y_c - y_0)/2$. Three sets of value groups for these four parameters are attempted and determined, whereby three perfectly smooth hypothetical flow hydrographs can be obtained (Figure 3(a); we call these hydrographs F1 to F3 in the order of smallest to largest peak discharge) (Humphries et al. 2012; Guan et al. 2016).

Before matching the flow hydrographs with different sediment loads, we investigated the actual change in flow discharge-sediment transport rate relationships at the Shashi station. Using the observed flow-sediment data measured at the Shashi station, rating curves that reflect the sediment supply regimes can be fitted by a series of power functions (Figure 4) and the correlation coefficients of daily average flow discharge and sediment load are greater than 0.85 overall. As seen from Figure 4, even before the dam construction in 2003, the rating curves of the Shashi Reach from 1992 to 2002 displayed a declining trend due to the decrease in upstream sediment supply and river basin conservation measures (Yang et al. 2014). Immediately following the TGD completion in 2003, the rating curves dropped sharply, especially for large flow discharge, and the average sediment load during the post-dam period was nearly one order of magnitude less than that prior to dam construction. Given the construction of the Cascade Reservoirs in the upper Yangtze River, the sediment delivered into the Shashi Reach will be further reduced; thus a further decline in the rating curve will also
be expected (Yang et al. 2014; Li et al. 2018a, 2018b). Based on this practical descending tendency, three rating curves after dam construction were selected, and they all vary obviously but are limited to a post-dam level (Figure 3(b); we call these curves S1 to S3 in the order of lowest to highest).

Thus far, all the input scenarios have been accomplished, and their designs are listed in Table 1. The annual flow and sediment runoff of these scenarios are listed in Table 2. As mentioned earlier, three flow hydrographs with different peak discharges are elaborated to hold the same total water volume to represent the effects of different flow regulation strategies, while three gradually decreasing rating curves are devised to reflect the sediment load reduction trend due to the construction of the Cascade Reservoirs in the upper Yangtze River. Therefore, the variations in post-run imprints caused by runs that have different flow hydrographs from F1 to F3 but with the same rating curve (S1 or S2 or S3) can be regarded as different flow hydrograph impacts. The variations in post-run imprints caused by runs that have different rating curves from S1 to S3 but with the same flow hydrograph (F1 or F2 or F3) can be regarded as different sediment supply regime impacts. Since this research mainly concerns morphological responses to different flow-sediment processes, the other inputs, including material composition and initial bed elevation, are kept identical for all runs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Morphological adjustments during the 2014 hydrological year

Although the 2014 hydrological process is not the focus of this present work, because it represents a ‘real’ post-dam scenario that occurred at the studied reach, the hydraulic and morphological changes produced by this scenario can provide details about the current river regime.

Figure 5 shows a plot of sediment volumes of net channel change as well as the gross erosion and deposition within the whole reach from a temporal perspective. The flow hydrograph is also included. The temporal change in gross erosion and deposition displayed high synchrony, which indicated that on the reach scale, riverbed erosion...
is always accompanied by comparative deposition (Guan et al. 2016). However, the overall channel evolution was still dominated by net erosion and the high undersaturation degree of sediment laden flow favored more sediment entrainment in the flood or dry season (Li et al. 2016a, 2016b). Notably, the majority of the channel adjustments (77% for net erosion and 57% for gross erosion and deposition) occurred during the flood season (Ashraf et al. 2016), which indicated that larger floods during the flood season are the major cause of geomorphological changes in rivers despite their shorter duration than the frequent floods that occur during the dry season (Guan et al. 2016). According to the magnitude of the net erosion rate, the 1-year adjustment process could be divided into three intervals (see Figure 5), and they had daily average net erosion rates of 6,360 m$^3$, 32,726 m$^3$, and 14,765 m$^3$. After entering Interval II, the channel change rate sharply increased until reaching Interval III. Figure 11 shows that the critical discharge required to launch extensive sediment motion amounted to approximately 15,000 m$^3$/s, which was slightly less than the post-dam effective discharge calculated by Li et al. (2016a, 2016b).

As a key parameter in braided river research, the flow partition index is an important reference in the prediction of braided system evolution, maintenance of channel navigation conditions, and restoration of river ecological systems.
The main branch location and its flow ratios at Taipingkou, Sanban, and Jingchengzhou before and after TGD construction are listed in Table 3 (due to a lack of data, Mayangzhou and Nanxingzhou are not included). Evidently, after TGD construction, an overall increase in the main branch flow partitions was discovered at Taipingkou and Sanban, while the main branch flow partition at Jingchengzhou was slightly decreased after TGD construction. The above changes in the flow distribution at each braided subsection can be rightly reflected in the results of our simulated initial-final riverbed. Since more silting-up occurred in the tributary branches, the main branch channels absorbed more flow discharge from the upstream, which induced more severe erosion within the deeper troughs (Chalov & Alexeevsky 2015). This phenomenon of tributary branch shrinkage and main channel incision is universal in post-dam channel evolutions of the middle and lower Yangtze River (Yang et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016).

Table 3 | Low-flow partition index variations in the tributary branch before and after TGD completion based on field data

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measuring date</th>
<th>Flow discharge (m³/s)</th>
<th>Taipingkou (%)</th>
<th>Sanban (%)</th>
<th>Jingchengzhou (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001.2</td>
<td>4,370</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002.1</td>
<td>4,560</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003.3</td>
<td>3,728</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004.1</td>
<td>4,842</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005.11</td>
<td>8,703</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007.3</td>
<td>4,955</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009.3</td>
<td>6,907</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010.3</td>
<td>6,000</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012.2</td>
<td>6,233</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013.2</td>
<td>6,130</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014.2</td>
<td>6,200</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014.12</td>
<td>7,000</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: – indicates field data deficiency. The bold italic characters indicate main branch locations. The numbers in italics are the numerical simulation results.

Variations in net erosion volume during different flow-sediment processes

To investigate the morphological responses of the same initial channel to different flow-sediment processes, scenarios R1–R10 were implemented (Table 2). The temporal variations in net channel change are plotted in Figure 6. Intuitively, larger flood discharge and less sediment supply can intensify the net erosion (Dai & Lu 2010; Yang et al. 2014).
From a temporal view, we find that the channel adjustments during the flood season are the key for determining the resultant river morphology. Similarly, we take 15,000 m$^3$/s here as the critical discharge beyond which the motion of the bed surface sediment intensifies and the morphological significance of floods becomes apparent. Thus, for this study, the time when the daily average discharge exceeds 15,000 m$^3$/s can be counted as the flood season, and the corresponding flow and sediment statistics are listed in Table 2. In all runs, the ratios of flow runoff in the flood season to the total annual runoff are approximately the same (70%), and for the sediment load, these ratios are all greater than 88%, which generated 65%–90% of the net channel erosion according to different incoming water and sediment combinations. When the sediment delivery from the upstream decreases, the undersaturation degree of the sediment laden flow and the proportion of the net erosion during the flood season increased (Yang et al. 2014).

The current channel morphology at the Shashi Reach is undoubtedly the result of altered flow processes and sediment deficiencies caused by the TGD. However, regardless of the changes occurring in the inflow conditions, the imbalance between flow and sediment flux would ultimately be presented. To quantify this imbalance, some indicators composed of flow discharge and sediment concentration have been proposed in the Jingjiang research (Han 2015; Xia et al. 2016). In a similar way, we aim to find a comprehensive flow-sediment combination coefficient that is best correlated with the overall channel changes. First, we adopted the nonhomogeneous expression $F$ proposed by Xia et al. (2016), which can be written as follows:

$$F = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (Q_i^m/S_i)/10^4m$$  (3)

where $Q_i$ and $S_i$ are the daily average discharge (m$^3$/s) and sediment concentration (kg/m$^3$), respectively; and $N$ denotes the total number of days in the flood season, and $m$ represents the relative strength of the floods-caused erosion to sediment overloading-caused deposition. In Xia’s research, $m$ is set as 2 to define the average fluvial erosion intensity during the flood season. However, in the present work, the value of $m$ is to be determined based on our simulation results. Thus, we used different values of $m$ from 1 to 10 and then calculated the $F$ value in all runs. The linear fitting of the overall net channel erosion and this parameter reveals the existence of an optimal value of $m$ (Figure 7), which most significantly reflects the relative importance of flow to sediment flux in affecting downstream channel adjustments.

Figure 7 shows that $m$ values of 2–4 can ensure greater statistical goodness of fit, which reaches the largest value when $m$ equals 3. This finding indicates that the term $Q_i^m/S_i$ can be the most appropriate indicator of the current flow-sediment imbalance regime at the Shashi Reach. This goodness of fit by the numerical simulation results reinforces the knowledge that although the fluvial geomorphology is determined by the collective effects of flow and sediment variations, the flow discharge and process variations may exert more significant influences on the flow-sediment imbalance than the changes caused by sediment supply regimes and result in more considerable channel morphological changes over the course of channel adjustments within the regulated river (Li et al. 2009).

**Distribution of deposition and erosion**

Since the subtle differences in 1-year geomorphological changes for all runs are difficult to clearly demonstrate using the plane distribution graph, we dissect the final river morphology by showing the channel changes that occurred at different channel elevations (Figure 8). Figure 8
shows that sediment supply changes have greater effects on channels at lower elevations with the higher channels, which seldom have the chance to transport sediment, while the flow hydrograph changes can directly modify the scope where active flow and sediment exchanges occur, thus creating new areas of scoring and silting. As the magnitude of flood discharge increases, the channel scouring intensity is increased because of the greater stream power. The inundation area also expands due to a higher water stage, which enhances the flow momentum transfer between the main channel and floodplains (Wyżga et al. 2016). Compared with the change in flow conditions, the variations in sediment supply have little impact on the scope of where sediment can be transported to and usually play supplementary roles due to the great dependence between the sediment transport rate and hydrodynamics. Thus, we can expect that without processes such as riverbank collapse, river diversion, or tributary confluence, which can abruptly change the sediment concentration, the majority of shifts in deposition and erosion zones as well as the rearrangement of braiding systems mainly arise due to the occurrence of flood events and have little relationship with the change in sediment supply (Li et al. 2009; Staines & Carrivick 2015).

The regulated reaches in American rivers are reported to have more inactive flood plain areas than similar unregulated reaches due to the scarcity of less frequent flow discharges (Graf 2006). According to the measured data published by the CWRC, erosion downstream of the TGD is also reported to mainly occur in medium-flow channels (CWRC 2015). The channel change distribution presented above further corroborates, besides the erosion, that the deposition in the Shashi Reach also predominantly occurred within the medium-flow channel and was more difficult to extend to the higher part of the river corridor. To quantify the scouring-silting volumes that occur in different adjustment areas, the entire river channel is divided into low-flow, medium-flow, and bankfull channels corresponding to flow discharge rates of 5,000, 10,000, and 30,000 m$^3$/s, respectively, at the Yichang hydrologic station (CWRC 2015). By referring to the discharge hydrograph observed at Yichang station and the stage hydrograph observed at the Shashi station in 2014, we obtained the low-flow, medium-flow, and bankfull levels of the Shashi Reach, which were 26.604 m, 29.180 m, and 35.374 m, respectively. Therefore, the deposition and erosion within different channels under various conditions can be calculated, and the accumulation curves of channel deposition and erosion are plotted in Figure 9.

Consistent with the findings of the field data analysis (Zhang et al. 2016; Li et al. 2018a, 2018b), the outcomes of our mathematical simulation showed that most of the changes in channel erosion and deposition occurred in the medium-flow channel, which accounted for more than 70% of the total erosion and 77% of the total deposition in all runs (Figure 9). Above the bankfull level, few channel changes occurred in terms of erosion and deposition, which accounted for less than 9% and 8% of the total
amounts in all runs, respectively. With larger flow discharges during the flood season, the erosion and deposition within all channels increased and the active areas of channel adjustment were extended to the higher parts of the channel corridors. Consequently, the proportions of erosion and deposition that occurred above the medium-flow channel both increased. However, the sediment supply variations mainly changed the deposition amount below the medium-flow channel, resulting in minute modifications in the channel adjustment area. With more sediment entering the studied reach, the erosion was lessened and deposition increased within all channels, with most predominantly occurring in the low-flow channel.

Figure 8 | Distribution of channel erosion and deposition amounts.
Typical cross-section and riverbed thalweg profile variations

To further elaborate on the differences in channel morphological responses to various conditions, we examined the channel adjustments from the perspective of transverse and longitudinal changes. Because of the susceptibility of braided reaches to the inlet flow and sediment variations, the morphological behavior of branching channels and the attendant midchannel bars can strongly influence the evolution of the whole reach (Bolla Pittaluga et al. 2003; Bertoldi et al. 2010; Mueller & Pitlick 2014). Thus, four transverse sections crossing the braided reaches are taken as typical cross-sections to analyze the morphodynamic imprints of different runs (thereafter, we denote these imprints as T1–T9). In Figure 10, the branching sections showed no conforming deposition or erosion changes, and these sections were overall governed by a geomorphologic process that favored main branch development, namely less silting-up and more scouring within (Yang et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2016). Significant changes were not observed above the bankfull channel, and as the flow discharges increased during the flood season, both the erosion in the deeper channels and the deposition on the bar bodies were aggravated.

Figure 11 shows a plot of the thalweg profiles of the initial and shaped channels from different runs. For a clearer expression of the subtle differences, the original picture was truncated to the pieces that can reflect the major differences. Overall, the longitudinal thalweg displayed a declining tendency before or after the runs. Due to the inhomogeneous scouring of the low-flow channel, the post-run thalwegs exhibited more dramatic variations and larger fluctuation ranges, which were mostly ascribed to the channel incision caused by larger floods (Darby 2000; Wynga et al. 2016). With larger flow discharge during the flood season, the lower sink of the thalwegs further decreased. With smaller flow discharges during the flood season, the higher bulges increased the most. These geomorphologic effects were conveyed downstream as the floods advanced, and the thalweg differences caused by different flow hydrographs could be seen from the reach inlet to outlet. However, variations in the impact of different sediment supplies were detectable only within a short distance from the inlet of the studied reach, which indicated a gradual unloading process of the overloaded sediment. Naturally, river channels can be aggradational due to sediment overloading (Millar 2005; Mueller & Pitlick 2014), and a sudden surge of sediment load in the flood season that far exceeded the sediment transport capacity is very likely to cause a decline in the overloaded sediment from the reach inlet (Pryor et al. 2011). Conversely, when the upstream inflow sediment load is abruptly reduced by natural events or human activities such as construction of the TGD, the proximal reaches downstream undergo the earliest channel degradation (Yang et al. 2011). These downstream-propagating disturbances are most commonly identified in dammed rivers, where channel degradation or aggradation immediately downstream of dams is gradually
mitigated by sediment replenishment or deficits along the river (Navratil et al. 2010; Heitmuller 2014).

Variations in channel geometry

Empirical relationships have been demonstrated between flow-sediment conditions and channel geometry, which commonly covers the channel width, channel depth, and cross-section area (Shin & Julien 2010; Shibata & Ito 2014). Based on post-dam field data at the reach downstream of the TGD, Zhou et al. (2017) developed high-correlation-degree quantitative relations between the reach-scale bank-full dimensions and the previous 5-year average fluvial erosion intensity. In this work, we first used the 2D hydrodynamic model to calculate the flow field distribution of the final channels shaped by the nine runs and then obtained the cross-section channel dimensions in low-flow, medium-flow, and bankfull channels. Then, an integrated method (Xia et al. 2014) was employed to calculate the reach average of the low-flow, medium-flow, and bankfull channel dimensions. By first calculating the corresponding cross-section values (the locations of the predetermined typical cross-sections are displayed in Figure 1(c)), the reach-average values can be written as follows:

\[
G_k = \exp \left( \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} (\ln G_{k}^{i+1} + \ln G_{k}^{i}) \times (x_{i+1} - x_{i})/2L \right), \quad k = 1, 3
\]

(4)

where \( G_k = (G_{lf}, G_{mf}, G_{bf}) \) represents the calculated reach-scale values in low-flow, middle-flow, and bankfull channels, which could be the channel width \( W_k \), the channel depth...
$H_k$ and the cross-section area $A_k$; $G_k$ and $x_i$ represent the corresponding cross-section values and the longitudinal distance at the $i$th section, respectively; $N$ is the number of selected cross-sections, with $N = 31$ the Shashi Reach and $L$ the total reach length.

Figure 12 shows the results of the reach-scale channel width, depth, and cross-section area as well as the width-depth ratio of $T_1$ to $T_9$. Clearly, the post-run channels generally had greater channel depths and cross-section areas than the initial channel regardless of whether the channels were calculated in terms of low-flow, medium-flow, or bankfull channels. The largest percentage increases in the depth of the low-flow, medium-flow, and bankfull channels were 2.19, 2.97, and 2.26, respectively, and for the cross-section area, these values were 4.29, 2.30, and 0.98, respectively. However, with respect to the channel width, which directly influences the width-depth ratio, the variations showed different growing trends when calculated in terms of different channels. The post-run low-flow channel width became wider and presented a maximum increasing percentage of 2.44, whereas the medium-flow and bankfull width became narrower and presented maximum decreasing percentages of 0.81 and 1.48, respectively. Accordingly, the width-depth ratio increased in the low-flow channel and decreased in the medium-flow and bankfull channels. Therefore, the results indicate that during the typical post-dam hydrological process, the channel adjustments in the Shashi Reach were mainly characterized by an increase in channel depth and cross-section area (Zhang et al. 2016). The deep troughs below the low-flow level were further cut down and broadened, whereas above the low-flow level, the channel shrank with a slightly narrowing channel width (Graf 2006; Smith et al. 2016).

We also find that except for the channel width, the variations in channel depth, cross-section area, and width-depth ratio all showed consistent tendencies within the different channels. For example, with the increase in flood discharges from $F_1$ to $F_3$, the low-flow, medium-flow, and bankfull...
channel depths increased on average by 1.6%, 2.0%, and 1.0%, respectively, the cross-section area increased on average by 1.4%, 1.8%, and 0.9%, respectively, and the width-depth ratio decreased on average by 1.5%, 2.3%, and 1.1%, respectively. For the channel width, the calculated results demonstrated no consistent tendencies within the different channels, and even in terms of the same channel, the changes in channel width were inconsistent with that of flow or sediment flux. Bank erosion can be very intense for both sand-bed or gravel-bed large braided rivers (Takagi et al. 2007; Surian et al. 2009; Sarker et al. 2014). However, due to the effects of a series of river regulation works, the lateral deformation downstream of the TGD was somewhat limited and the variations in the reach-scale channel usually took a long time to detect (Zhou et al. 2011). Thus, the abnormal channel width variations obtained based on our simulation results can be partly attributed to the occurrence of bank revetment and shoal protection works at the Shashi Reach as well as the short simulation time.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Using a 2D hydro-morphodynamic model, the morphodynamic processes during different hypothetical flow-sediment processes were explored in this research, and these processes were constructed based on a ‘real’ hydrological event. Particular emphasis was placed on the discrepancies in channel morphological adjustments based on variations in the flow hydrograph and sediment supply regime. By examining the morphological changes during a ‘real’ hydrological process, we demonstrated that the post-dam channel adjustments in the Shashi Reach were dominated by net erosion and mainly characterized by an increase in channel depth and cross-sectional area.
The temporal variations in the net sediment volume change revealed that net channel erosion mainly occurred during the flood season, and even in the run that caused the largest amount of sediment deposition, the net erosion during the flood season accounted for approximately 65% of the total for the whole year. The higher flow hydrograph during the flood season and less sediment supply could lead to more drastic net erosion. Furthermore, we have quantified how different flow-sediment combinations can impact net channel changes. A high correlation was observed between the net erosion amount and the comprehensive flow-sediment combination coefficient \( F = \left(1/N \sum_{i=1}^{N} \left(Q_i^3/S_i\right)/10^{12}\right) \) at the Shashi Reach, which highlights the leading roles of flow hydrograph variations in downstream channel morphological adjustments in regulated rivers.

To further investigate the differences in channel morphological adjustment, we carefully compared the distributions of channel deposition and erosion. Longitudinally, the geomorphic effects of the flow hydrograph variations could be clearly observed along the whole reach, while the geomorphic effects of the sediment supply variations could be perceived only at a very short distance from the inlet of the studied reach. Vertically, the flow hydrograph variations could lead to changes in the inundation extent and even a shift in the active channel adjustment area, while the sediment supply regime variations had no impact on water stage and had little influence on the shift in the channel adjustment area. Therefore, the observed transfer of the adjustment area from the bankfull channel to the medium-flow channel at the Shashi Reach was more a consequence of the accumulated effects of the flow hydrograph variations than sediment supply changes.

These distribution discrepancies in channel deposition and erosion can eventually be expressed in the post-run channel geometries. Larger peak discharge during the flood season and less sediment supply could induce enlargements in the cross-sectional area, increases in channel depth, and decreases in the width-depth ratio. The largest percentage increases in the depths of the low-flow, medium-flow, and bankfull channels after runs were 2.19, 2.97, and 2.26, respectively, and for the cross-section area, these values were 4.29, 2.30, and 0.98, respectively. No consistent tendency was determined from the channel width results, which can be attributed to the occurrence of various river regulation works and the short simulation time.
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